VARIABLE LABELS
ID "SUBJECT ID CODE"
HBPH1 "HEALTH: GENERAL PHYSICAL HEALTH"
HBPH2 "HEALTH: HOW MUCH WORRY ABOUT HEALTH"
HBPH3 "HEALTH: HOW MUCH DIFF/PAIN/DISTRESS FROM HEALTH"
HBPH4 "HEALTH: EXTENT HEALTH LIMITS CHILD"
HBPH5 "HEALTH: HOW OFTEN MISS SCHOOL BC ILL"
HBPH6 "HEALTH: EVER INJURY/ACCIDENT REQ MED ATTN"
HBPH6A "HEALTH: # INJURY/ACCIDENT REQ MED ATTN, EVER"
HBPH6B "HEALTH: # INJURY/ACCIDENT KEPT FROM ACTIVITIES, EVER"
HBPH6C "HEALTH: # INJURY/ACCIDENT REQ MED ATTN, PAST YR"
HBPH7 "HEALTH: AT BIRTH, IN NICU 24+ HRS"
HBPH7A "HEALTH: # DAYS IN NICU"
HBPH8 "HEALTH: EVER UNCONSCIOUS BC INJURY/ILLNESS"
HBPH8A "HEALTH: # TIMES UNCONSCIOUS, EVER"
HBPH8B "HEALTH: # TIMES UNCONSCIOUS, PAST YR"
HBPH9 "HEALTH: EVER HAD SERIOUS HEAD INJURY"
HBPH10 "HEALTH: EVER HAD SEIZURE/FIT"
HBPH10A "HEALTH: # SEIZURE EVER"
HBPH10B "HEALTH: # SEIZURE <5 YRS OLD & W FEVER, EVER"
HBPH10C "HEALTH: DOC SAID EPILEPSY/SEIZURE DISORDER"
HBPH10D "HEALTH: # EPILEPTIC SEIZURES W/O FEVER, PAST YR"
HBPH11 "HEALTH: EVER NON-SEIZURE NEURO CONDITION"
HBPH11A "HEALTH: DESCRIBE NON-SEIZURE NEURO CONDITION"
HBPH12AE "HEALTH: ARTHRITIS, EVER"
HBPH12AY "HEALTH: ARTHRITIS, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12BE "HEALTH: ASThma, EVER"
HBPH12BY "HEALTH: ASThma, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12CE "HEALTH: OTHER LUNG DISEASE, EVER"
HBPH12CY "HEALTH: OTHER LUNG DISEASE, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12DE "HEALTH: BIRTH DEFECTS, EVER"
HBPH12DY "HEALTH: BIRTH DEFECTS, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12EE "HEALTH: BLOOD DISEASES, EVER"
HBPH12EY "HEALTH: BLOOD DISEASES, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12FE "HEALTH: BOWEL DISEASES, EVER"
HBPH12FY "HEALTH: BOWEL DISEASES, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12GE "HEALTH: CONGENTIAL HEART DISEASE, EVER"
HBPH12GY "HEALTH: CONGENTIAL HEART DISEASE, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12HE "HEALTH: CYSTIC FIBROSIS, EVER"
HBPH12HY "HEALTH: CYSTIC FIBROSIS, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12IE "HEALTH: DIABETES, EVER"
HBPH12IY "HEALTH: DIABETES, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12JE "HEALTH: HIV/AIDS, EVER"
HBPH12JY "HEALTH: HIV/AIDS, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12KE "HEALTH: KIDNEY DISEASE, EVER"
HBPH12KY "HEALTH: KIDNEY DISEASE, PAST YEAR"
HBPH12LE "HEALTH: LEUKEMIA OR CANCER, EVER"
HBPS16D "SCH ENG: EAGER ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16E "SCH ENG: FRUSTRATED ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16F "SCH ENG: HAPPY ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16G "SCH ENG: IRRITABLE ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16H "SCH ENG: INTERESTED IN SCHOOL"
HBPS16I "SCH ENG: BORED WITH SCHOOL"
HBPS16J "SCH ENG: DISLIKE SCHOOL"
HBPS17A "ACAD COMP: ENGLISH OR LANGUAGE ARTS"
HBPS17B "ACAD COMP: SOCIAL STUDIES"
HBPS17C "ACAD COMP: MATH"
HBPS17D "ACAD COMP: SCIENCE"
HBPS17E "ACAD COMP: OVERALL SCHOOL PERFORMANCE"
HBPB18A "PROSOCIAL: IF QUARREL, TRY TO CALM"
HBPB18B "PROSOCIAL: OFFERS TO SHARE MATERIALS"
HBPB18C "PROSOCIAL: INVITES BYSTANDERS TO JOIN"
HBPB18D "PROSOCIAL: HELPS SOMEONE HURT OR SICK"
HBPB18E "PROSOCIAL: CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS' FEELINGS"
HBPB18F "PROSOCIAL: SPONTANEOUSLY HELPS PICK UP"
HBPB18G "PROSOCIAL: SHOWS SYMPATHY RE: MISTAKE"
HBPB18H "PROSOCIAL: OFFERS TO HELP PEERS W DIFFICULTY"
HBPB18I "PROSOCIAL: COMFORTS PEER WHO IS UPSET/DOWN"
HBPB18J "PROSOCIAL: SMILE/praIse IF ONE DOES WELL"
HBP1 "HBP: Fidgets"
HBP2 "HBP: Worries about things in the future"
HBP3 "HBP: Has temper tantrums or hot temper"
HBP4 "HBP: When mad at peer, excludes peer"
HBP5 "HBP: Worries bad happen to those close to"
HBP6 "HBP: Steals"
HBP7 "HBP: Has trouble sleeping"
HBP8 "HBP: Cannot stay seated when required"
HBP9 "HBP: Worries about past behavior"
HBP10 "HBP: Is a solitary child"
HBP11 "HBP: Argues a lot with adults"
HBP12 "HBP: Forgetful in daily activities"
HBP13 "HBP: Worries re: separated from loved ones"
HBP14 "HBP: Nervous/shy asking peers to do things"
HBP15 "HBP: Lies or cheats"
HBP16 "HBP: Does not have fun in anything"
HBP17 "HBP: Sleeps > Most kids during day/night"
HBP18 "HBP: Verbally/Physically threatens kids"
HBP19 "HBP: Impulsive or acts w/o thinking"
HBP20 "HBP: Tries to get others to dislike peer"
HBP21 "HBP: Distractible"
HBP22 "HBP: Feels like crying most days"
HBP23 "HBP: Taunts & Teases other kids"
HBP24 "HBP: Gets quiet around kids doesn't know"
HBP25 "HBP: Worries about doing better"
HBP26 "HBP: Defiant, talks back to adults"
HBP27 "HBP: AVOIDS SCHOOL TO STAY HOME"
HBP28 "HBP: Will shove/hit someone mean"
HBP29 "HBP: VandAlizes"
HBP30 "HBP: Indecisive, unable to make up mind"
"HBP31  "HBP: PREFERS TO DO THINGS ALONE"
HBP32  "HBP: DIFFICULTY AWAITING TURN"
HBP33  "HBP: SETS FIRES"
HBP34  "HBP: ACHES AND PAINS"
HBP35  "HBP: HEADACHES"
HBP36  "HBP: NAUSEA, FEELS SICK"
HBP37  "HBP: STOMACH ACHES OR CRAMPS"
HBP38  "HBP: TELLS OTHERS NOT TO DO W PEER"
HBP39  "HBP: DOES THINGS TO ANNOY OTHERS"
HBP40  "HBP: SCARED TO SLEEP W/O PARENTS NEAR"
HBP41  "HBP: CRUEL TO ANIMALS"
HBP42  "HBP: LIKES TO BE ALONE"
HBP43  "HBP: THINKS FUN TO TEASE/PICK ON KIDS"
HBP44  "HBP: INTERRUPTS, BLURTS OUT ANSWERS"
HBP45  "HBP: SELF-CONSCIOUS, EASILY EMBARRASSED"
HBP46  "HBP: BLAMES OTHERS FOR OWN MISTAKES"
HBP47  "HBP: AVOIDS BEING ALONE"
HBP48  "HBP: PHYSICALLY ATTACKS PEOPLE"
HBP49  "HBP: SHY WITH OTHER KIDS"
HBP50  "HBP: HAS DIFFICULTY FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS"
HBP51  "HBP: TELLS PEER WON'T DO W OR BE FRIEND UNLESS ...
HBP52  "HBP: NEEDS TO BE TOLD OVER & OVER THINGS OK"
HBP53  "HBP: PLAYS MEAN TRICKS ON OTHER KIDS"
HBP54  "HBP: EASILY ANNOYED BY OTHERS"
HBP55  "HBP: NERVOUS/UNCOMF DO IN FRONT OF OTHERS"
HBP56  "HBP: HAS NIGHTMARES ABOUT BEING ABANDONED"
HBP57  "HBP: THREATENS PEOPLE"
HBP58  "HBP: BOTHERED BY THINGS A LOT"
HBP59  "HBP: SHY WITH UNFAMILIAR ADULTS"
HBP60  "HBP: CANNOT CONCENTRATE OR PAY ATTN FOR LONG"
HBP61  "HBP: FEELS LIKE NOT AS GOOD AS OTHER KIDS"
HBP62  "HBP: NERVOUS, HIGH-STRUNG, TENSE"
HBP63  "HBP: THINKS NOTHING WILL EVER WORK OUT"
HBP64  "HBP: ANGRY AND RESENTFUL"
HBP65  "HBP: AVOIDS PEERS"
HBP66  "HBP: COMPLAINS SICK SEP FROM THOSE CLOSE TO"
HBP67  "HBP: DOES NOT THINK ANYBODY LOVES HIM/HER"
HBP68  "HBP: NERVOUS/UNCOMF W GROUP OF KIDS"
HBP69  "HBP: PUSH/TRIP PEER IF DOESN'T LIKE THEM"
HBP70  "HBP: DESTROYS OWN THINGS"
HBP71  "HBP: FEELS WORTHLESS OR INFERIOR"
HBP72  "HBP: JUMPS FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER"
HBP73  "HBP: OVERLY UPSET WHEN LEAVING SOMEONE CLOSE"
HBP74  "HBP: GETS BACK AT PEOPLE"
HBP75  "HBP: W GROUP, NERVOUS MIGHT EMBARRASS SELF"
HBP76  "HBP: UNHAPPY, SAD, OR DEPRESSED"
HBP77  "HBP: FAILS TO FINISH, DOESN'T FOLLOW THROUGH"
HBP78  "HBP: DESTROYS OTHERS' BELONGINGS"
HBP79  "HBP: UNDERACTIVE, SLOW-MOVING, LACKS ENERGY"
HBP80  "HBP: THREATENS TO KEEP PEER OUT IF DOESN'T DO"
HBP81  "HBP: DIFFICULTY DOING THINGS QUIETLY"
HBP82  "HBP: OVERLY UPSET AWAY FROM SOMEONE CLOSE"
HBP83  "HBP: SWEARS OR USES OBSCENE LANGUAGE"
HBP84  "HBP: KEEPS PEERS AT A DISTANCE"
HBP85  "HBP: TRIES GET OUT OF DOING IN FRONT OF OTHERS"
HBP86  "HBP: LOST INTEREST IN THINGS USUALLY ENJOYS"
HBP87  "HBP: AFRAID OF BEING AWAY FROM HOME"
HBP88  "HBP: TALKS EXCESSIVELY"
HBP89  "HBP: HITS OR BEATS UP OTHER KIDS"
HBP90  "HBP: GETS TIRED OR FATIGUED EASILY"
HBP91  "HBP: NERVOUS/UNCOMF AROUND PEOPLE DK"
HBP92  "HBP: CRUES A LOT"
HBP93  "HBP: CRUEL, BULLIES, MEAN TO OTHERS"
HBP94  "HBP: TELLS PEER WOENT BE INVITED UNLESS ..."
HBP95  "HBP: SEEMS LONELY"
HBP96  "HBP: INTERRUPTS OR BUTTS IN ON OTHERS"
HBP97  "HBP: AFRAID MAKE FOOL OF SELF IN FRONT"
HBP98  "HBP: GETS IN MANY FIGHTS"
HBP99  "HBP: MIND SEEMS TO GO BLANK"
HBP100 "HBP: WITHDRAWS FROM PEER ACTIVITIES"
HBP101 "HBP: USES WEAPON WHEN FIGHTING"
HBP102 "HBP: DOES NOT SMILE OR LAUGH MUCH"
HBP103 "HBP: DOES NOT SEEM TO LISTEN"
HBP104 "HBP: LOSES THINGS"
HBP105 "HBP: DOES DANGEROUS THINGS W/O THINKING"
HBP106 "HBP: FEELS TOO GUILTY"
HBP107 "HBP: CRANKY"
HBP108 "HBP: TRUANCY, SKIPS SCHOOL"
HBP109 "HBP: BROKE INTO SOMEONE'S HOUSE/BLDG/CAR"
HBP110 "HBP: OVERTIRED"
HBP111 "HBP: HAS RUN AWAY FROM HOME"
HBP112 "HBP: HARD TO STOP WORRYING"
HBP113 "HBP: SPREADS RUMORS ABOUT PEERS DOESN'T LIKE"
HBP114 "HBP: FAILS PAY ATTN; CARELESS MISTAKES"
HBP115 "HBP: TRIES GET OUT OF DOING W GROUPS"
HBP116A "HBP: TROUBLE GETTING ALONG W TEACHER(S)"
HBP116B "HBP: TROUBLE GETTING ALONG W PARENT(S)"
HBP116C "HBP: IRRITABLE/FIGHTING W FRIENDS"
HBP116D "HBP: WITHDRAWN/ISOLATED SELF"
HBP116E "HBP: DOING LESS WITH OTHERS"
HBP116F "HBP: HAS MISSED SCHOOL"
HBP116G "HBP: GRADES HAVE GONE DOWN"
HBP116H "HBP: LIFE HAS BECOME LESS ENJOYABLE"
HBP117 "HCU: EVER ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT"
HBP117A "HCU: # TIMES HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT, EVER"
HBP117B "HCU: # DAYS OF LONGEST HOSPITALIZATION"
HBP117C1 "HCU: WHY 1ST HOSPITALIZATION"
HBP117C2 "HCU: WHY 2ND HOSPITALIZATION"
HBP117C3 "HCU: WHY 3RD HOSPITALIZATION"
HBP117C4 "HCU: WHY ADDITIONAL HOSPITALIZATIONS"
HBP117D "HCU: # TIMES HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT, PAST YEAR"
HBP118 "HCU: # NON-Routine PCP VISITS, PAST YEAR"
HBP118A "HCU: NON-Routine PCP VISIT REASONS"
HBP119 "HCU: BEEN TO E.R., PAST YEAR"
HBP119A  "HCU: # TIMES E.R., PAST YEAR"
HBP119B1 "HCU: WHY 1ST E.R. VISIT"
HBP119B2 "HCU: WHY 2ND E.R. VISIT"
HBP119B3 "HCU: WHY ADDITIONAL E.R. VISITS"
HBP120A  "HCU: RESOURCE ROOM ETC., CURRENT/PAST YR"
HBP120B  "HCU: SPEECH/LANG THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
HBP120C  "HCU: PHYS/OCCUP THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
HBP120D  "HCU: EMOT/BEHAV THERAPY, CURRENT/PAST YR"
HBP120E  "HCU: ANOTHER SERVICE, CURRENT/PAST YR"
HBP120E1 "HCU: ANOTHER SERVICE, SPECIFY"
HBP121   "MEDS: ANY REGULAR PRESCRIPTION/OTC MEDS"
HBP121A1 "MEDS: 1ST MED NAME"
HBP121A2 "MEDS: 1ST MED TAKEN FOR"
HBP121A3 "MEDS: 1ST MED HOW LONG"
HBP121B1 "MEDS: 2ND MED NAME"
HBP121B2 "MEDS: 2ND MED TAKEN FOR"
HBP121B3 "MEDS: 2ND MED HOW LONG"
HBP121C1 "MEDS: 3RD MED NAME"
HBP121C2 "MEDS: 3RD MED TAKEN FOR"
HBP121C3 "MEDS: 3RD MED HOW LONG"
HBP121D1 "MEDS: 4TH MED NAME"
HBP121D2 "MEDS: 4TH MED TAKEN FOR"
HBP121D3 "MEDS: 4TH MED HOW LONG"
HBP121E1 "MEDS: 5TH MED NAME"
HBP121E2 "MEDS: 5TH MED TAKEN FOR"
HBP121E3 "MEDS: 5TH MED HOW LONG"
HBP122MO "HBQ-P DATE: MONTH"
HBP122DA "HBQ-P DATE: DAY"
HBP122YR "HBQ-P DATE: YEAR"
HBP123MO "CHILD'S BIRTH MONTH"
HBP123DA "CHILD'S BIRTH DAY"
HBP123YR "CHILD'S BIRTH YEAR"
HBP124   "ANYTHING ELSE YOU'D LIKE TO TELL US".

VALUE LABELS
HBPH1
  0 "EXCELLENT"
  1 "GOOD"
  2 "FAIR"
  3 "POOR"
  8 "DON'T KNOW"
  9 "MISSING"/
HBPH2
  0 "NONE AT ALL"
  1 "A LITTLE"
  2 "SOMEWHAT"
  3 "A GREAT DEAL"
  8 "DON'T KNOW"
  9 "MISSING"/
HBPH3 HBPH4
  0 "NONE AT ALL"
1 "A LITTLE"
2 "SOME"
3 "A GREAT DEAL"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPH5
0 "RARELY/<1 DAY/MO"
1 "A LITTLE/1-2 DAYS"
2 "SOMETIMES/3-5 DAYS"
3 "OFTEN/6+ DAYS"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPH6 HBPH7 HBPH8 HBPH9
HBPH10 HBPH10C HBPH11

HBPH12AE HBPH12AY HBPH12BE HBPH12BY HBPH12CE HBPH12CY
HBPH12DE HBPH12DY HBPH12EE HBPH12EY HBPH12FE HBPH12FY
HBPH12GE HBPH12GY HBPH12HE HBPH12HY HBPH12IE HBPH12IY
HBPH12JE HBPH12JY HBPH12KE HBPH12KY HBPH12LE HBPH12LY
HBPH12ME HBPH12MY HBPH12NE HBPH12NY HBPH12OE HBPH12OY
HBPH12PE HBPH12PY HBPH12QE HBPH12QY HBPH12RE HBPH12RY
HBPH12SE HBPH12SY HBPH12TE HBPH12TY HBPH12UE HBPH12UY
HBPH13 HBPH13B HBPH13C1 HBPH13C2 HBPH13C3 HBPH13C4
HBP117 HBP119 HBP120A HBP120B HBP120C HBP120D HBP120E HBP121
0 "NO"
1 "YES"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPP14A TO HBPP14S
1 "NOT AT ALL LIKE"
2 "VERY LITTLE LIKE"
3 "SOMEWHAT LIKE"
4 "VERY MUCH LIKE"
8 "DON'T KNOW/NA"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPS16A TO HBPS16J
1 "NOT AT ALL"
2 "A LITTLE"
3 "SOMEWHAT"
4 "QUITE A BIT"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPS17A TO HBPS17E
1 "POOR"
2 "BELOW AVG"
3 "AVERAGE"
4 "ABOVE AVG"
5 "EXCELLENT"
8 "DON'T KNOW"
9 "MISSING"/

HBPB18A TO HBPB18J
0 "RARELY APPLIES"
1 "APPLIES SOMEWHAT"
| HBP1 to HBP115 | 0 | "NEVER/NOT TRUE" |
|               | 1 | "SOMETIMES/SOMETHING" |
|               | 2 | "OFTEN/VERY TRUE" |
|               | 8 | "DON'T KNOW" |
|               | 9 | "MISSING" |

| HBP116A to HBP116H | 0 | "NONE" |
|                   | 1 | "A LITTLE" |
|                   | 2 | "A LOT" |
|                   | 8 | "DON'T KNOW" |
|                   | 9 | "MISSING" |

| HBP121A3 HBP121B3 HBP121C3 HBP121D3 HBP121E3 | 555 | "LONG TERM" |
|                                               | 777 | "VARIED/PERIODIC/SEASONAL" |
|                                               | 999 | "MISSING" |

| HBP122MO HBP123MO | 1 | "JANUARY" |
|                   | 2 | "FEBRUARY" |
|                   | 3 | "MARCH" |
|                   | 4 | "APRIL" |
|                   | 5 | "MAY" |
|                   | 6 | "JUNE" |
|                   | 7 | "JULY" |
|                   | 8 | "AUGUST" |
|                   | 9 | "SEPTEMBER" |
|                   | 10 | "OCTOBER" |
|                   | 11 | "NOVEMBER" |
|                   | 12 | "DECEMBER" |
|                   | 99 | "MISSING" |

MISSING VALUES

HBP1 HBP2 HBP3 HBP4 HBP5
HBP6 HBP7 HBP8 HBP9 HBP10 HBP10C HBP11
HBP12A HBP12AY HBP12BE HBP12BY HBP12CE HBP12CY
HBP12DE HBP12DY HBP12EE HBP12EY HBP12FE HBP12FY
HBP12GE HBP12GY HBP12HE HBP12HY HBP12IE HBP12IY
HBP12JE HBP12JY HBP12KE HBP12KY HBP12LE HBP12LY
HBP12ME HBP12MY HBP12NE HBP12NY HBP12OE HBP12OY
HBP12PE HBP12PY HBP12QE HBP12QY HBP12RE HBP12RY
HBP12SE HBP12SY HBP12TE HBP12TY HBP12UE HBP12UY
HBP13 HBP13B HBP13C1 HBP13C2 HBP13C3 HBP13C4
HBP14A HBP14B HBP14C HBP14D HBP14E HBP14F HBP14G
HBP14H HBP14I HBP14J HBP14K HBP14L HBP14M
HBP14N HBP14O HBP14P HBP14Q HBP14R HBP14S
HBP16A HBP16B HBP16C HBP16D HBP16E HBP16F HBP16G
HBP16H HBP16I HBP16J
HBPS17A HBPS17B HBPS17C HBPS17D HBPS17E
HBPP18A HBPP18B HBPP18C HBPP18D HBPP18E HBPP18F HBPP18G
HBPP18H HBPP18I HBPP18J
HBP1 HBPP2 HBPP3 HBPP4 HBPP5 HBPP6 HBPP7 HBPP8 HBPP9
HBPP10 HBPP11 HBPP12 HBPP13 HBPP14 HBPP15 HBPP16 HBPP17 HBPP18 HBPP19
HBPP20 HBPP21 HBPP22 HBPP23 HBPP24 HBPP25 HBPP26 HBPP27 HBPP28 HBPP29
HBPP30 HBPP31 HBPP32 HBPP33 HBPP34 HBPP35 HBPP36 HBPP37 HBPP38 HBPP39
HBPP40 HBPP41 HBPP42 HBPP43 HBPP44 HBPP45 HBPP46 HBPP47 HBPP48 HBPP49
HBPP50 HBPP51 HBPP52 HBPP53 HBPP54 HBPP55 HBPP56 HBPP57 HBPP58 HBPP59
HBPP60 HBPP61 HBPP62 HBPP63 HBPP64 HBPP65 HBPP66 HBPP67 HBPP68 HBPP69
HBPP70 HBPP71 HBPP72 HBPP73 HBPP74 HBPP75 HBPP76 HBPP77 HBPP78 HBPP79
HBPP80 HBPP81 HBPP82 HBPP83 HBPP84 HBPP85 HBPP86 HBPP87 HBPP88 HBPP89
HBPP90 HBPP91 HBPP92 HBPP93 HBPP94 HBPP95 HBPP96 HBPP97 HBPP98 HBPP99
HBPP100 HBPP101 HBPP102 HBPP103 HBPP104 HBPP105 HBPP106 HBPP107
HBPP108 HBPP109 HBPP110 HBPP111 HBPP112 HBPP113 HBPP114 HBPP115
HBPP116A HBPP116B HBPP116C HBPP116D HBPP116E HBPP116F HBPP116G
HBPP116H
HBPP117 HBPP119 HBPP120A HBPP120B HBPP120C HBPP120D HBPP120E
HBPP121 (8,9).

MISSING VALUES
HBPH6A HBPH6B HBPH6C HBPH6D HBPH6E HBPH6F
HBPH10A HBPH10B HBPH10C HBPH10D

MISSING VALUES
HBPS15 HBPP122MO HBPP122DA HBPP123MO HBPP123DA (99).

MISSING VALUES
HBPP121A3 HBPP121B3 HBPP121C3 HBPP121D3 HBPP121E3 (999).

MISSING VALUES
HBPP122YR HBPP123YR (9999).

COMMENT *********** REVERSE CODING ************************************.

COMMENT ******** PEER RELATIONSHIPS, PAGES 5-6 *************.

RECODE
HBPP14B HBPP14C HBPP14D HBPP14F
HBPP14H HBPP14J
(1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) (8=8) (9=9) INTO
HBPP14Br HBPP14Cr HBPP14Dr HBPP14Fr
HBPP14Hr HBPP14Jr.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBPP14Br "PEER REL (REV): OFTEN LEFT OUT BY OTHER KIDS"
HBPP14Cr "PEER REL (REV): OTHER KIDS REFUSE TO LET DO THINGS"
HBPP14Dr "PEER REL (REV): NOT CHOSEN BY PEERS"
HBPP14Fr "PEER REL (REV): ACTIVELY DISLIKED, REJECTED BY KIDS"
HBPP14Hr "PEER REL (REV): AVOIDED BY OTHER KIDS"
HBPP14Jr "PEER REL (REV): NOT MUCH LIKED BY OTHER KIDS".

VALUE LABELS
HBPP14Br TO HBPP14Jr
  1 "VERY MUCH LIKE"
  2 "SOMEWHAT LIKE"
  3 "VERY LITTLE LIKE"
  4 "NOT AT ALL LIKE"
  8 "DON'T KNOW"
  9 "MISSING".

MISSING VALUES
HBPP14Br TO HBPP14Jr (8,9).

FORMATS
HBPP14Br TO HBPP14Jr (F2).

COMMENT ****** SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT, PAGE 7 *******.

RECODE
  HBPS16B HBPS16C HBPS16E HBPS16G HBPS16I HBPS16J
  (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) (8=8) (9=9) INTO
  HBPS16Br HBPS16Cr HBPS16Er HBPS16Gr HBPS16Ir HBPS16Jr.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBPS16Br "SCH ENG (REV): UPSET ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16Cr "SCH ENG (REV): DISTRESSED ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16Er "SCH ENG (REV): FRUSTRATED ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16Gr "SCH ENG (REV): IRRITABLE ABOUT SCHOOL"
HBPS16Ir "SCH ENG (REV): BORED WITH SCHOOL"
HBPS16Jr "SCH ENG (REV): DISLIKE SCHOOL".

VALUE LABELS
HBPS16Br TO HBPS16Jr
  1 "QUITE A BIT"
  2 "SOMEWHAT"
  3 "A LITTLE"
  4 "NOT AT ALL"
  8 "DON'T KNOW"
  9 "MISSING".

MISSING VALUES
HBPS16Br TO HBPS16Jr (8,9).

FORMATS
HBPS16Br TO HBPS16Jr (F2).
COMMENT **************** COMPUTED SCALES *********************.

* SCORING ALLOWS UP TO 25% ITEMS MISSING PER SUBSCALE.

COMMENT ******* GLOBAL PHYSICAL HEALTH, PAGE 1 *******.

COMPUTE   HBP@GPH=MEAN.4 (HBPH1, HBPH2, HBPH3,
                HBPH4, HBPH5).
EXECUTE.
* GLOBAL PHYSICAL HEALTH, MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

* FOR ADDITIONAL SCORING OF HEALTH VARIABLES,
  SEE CHAPTER 3 OF HBQ 1.0 MANUAL.

COMMENT ******* PROSOCIAL BEHAVIORS, PAGE 9 *******.

COMPUTE   HBP@PS= MEAN.8 (HBPB18A, HBPB18B, HBPB18C,
               HBPB18D, HBPB18E, HBPB18F, HBPB18G, HBPB18H,
               HBPB18I, HBPB18J).
EXECUTE.
* PROSOCIAL: 10-ITEM VERSION, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMMENT ******* PEER RELATIONS, PAGES 5-6 *******.

COMPUTE   HBP@AR= MEAN.6 (HBPP14A, HBPP14Br, HBPP14Cr,
               HBPP14Dr, HBPP14Fr, HBPP14G, HBPP14Hr, HBPP14Jr).
EXECUTE.
* PEER ACCEPTANCE/REJECTION, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@BU=MEAN.4 (HBPP14E, HBPP14I, HBPP14K,
               HBPP14L, HBPP14M).
EXECUTE.
* BULLIED (5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@BuR=5 - HBP@BU.
EXECUTE.
* BULLIED (REVERSED; 5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING
  * COMPUTED FOR USE IN COMPOSITE SCORE BELOW.

COMPUTE   HBP@PR=MEAN.2 (HBP@AR, HBP@BuR).
EXECUTE.
* GLOBAL PEER RELATIONS (AR|BuR), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.
COMPUTE HBP@RV=MEAN.5 (HBPP14N, HBPP14O, HBPP14P, HBPP14Q, HBPP14R, HBPP14S).
EXECUTE.
* RELATIONAL VICTIMIZATION, MEAN ALLOW 1 ITEM MISSING.

COMMENT ******** ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING, PAGES 7-8 ********.

COMPUTE HBP@SE = MEAN.8 (HBPS16A, HBPS16Br, HBPS16Cr, HBPS16D, HBPS16Er, HBPS16F, HBPS16Gr, HBPS16H, HBPS16Ir, HBPS16Jr).
EXECUTE.
* SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT (10 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBP@AC MEAN.4 (HBPS17A, HBPS17B, HBPS17C, HBPS17D, HBPS17E).
EXECUTE.
* ACADEMIC COMPETENCE, MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBP@@SE=(4*HBP@SE/3) - (1/3).
EXECUTE.
* CONVERT SCH ENGAGE FROM 1-TO-4 TO 1-TO-5 SCALE.

COMPUTE HBP@AF=MEAN.2 (HBP@@SE, HBP@AC).
EXECUTE.
* ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING (@SE|AC), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ***** NON-SYMPTOMATOLOGY PEER SCALES, PAGES 10-17 *****.

COMPUTE HBP@AS=MEAN.5 (HBP10, HBP31, HBP42, HBP65, HBP84, HBP100).
EXECUTE.
* ASOCIAL, MEAN ALLOW 1 ITEM MISSING.

COMPUTE HBP@SI=MEAN.4 (HBP14, HBP24, HBP49, HBP59, HBP91).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL INHIBITION (5 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.

COMPUTE HBP@SW=MEAN.2 (HBP@AS, HBP@SI).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL (AS|SI), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ******** MENTAL HEALTH SYMPTOMATOLOGY, PAGES 10-17 ********.
COMPUTE   HBP@DEP=MEAN.14 (HBP16, HBP17, HBP22, HBP30,
    HBP58, HBP61, HBP63, HBP67, HBP71, HBP76, HBP79,
    HBP86, HBP92, HBP95, HBP102, HBP106, HBP107, HBP110).
EXECUTE.
* DEPRESSION (18 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 4 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@SAD=MEAN.8 (HBP5, HBP13, HBP27, HBP40, HBP47,
    HBP56, HBP66, HBP73, HBP82, HBP87).
EXECUTE.
* SEPARATION ANXIETY, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@OAD=MEAN.11 (HBP2, HBP7, HBP9, HBP25, HBP34,
    HBP35, HBP36, HBP37, HBP45, HBP52, HBP62, HBP90,
    HBP99, HBP112).
EXECUTE.
* OVERANXIOUS (14 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 3 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@SOAX=MEAN.9 (HBP14, HBP24, HBP49, HBP55,
    HBP59, HBP68, HBP75, HBP85, HBP91, HBP97, HBP115).
EXECUTE.
* SOCIAL ANXIETY, MEAN ALLOW 2 ITEMS MISSING
* NOTE: THIS SCALE INCLUDES SOCIAL INHIB ITEMS;
* DO *not* USE HBP@SI OR HBP@SW WITH HBP@SOAX!!!.

COMPUTE   HBP@ODD=MEAN.7 (HBP3, HBP11, HBP26, HBP39,
    HBP46, HBP54, HBP64, HBP74, HBP83).
EXECUTE.
* OPPOSITIONAL-DEFIANT, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@CDD=MEAN.11 (HBP6, HBP15, HBP29, HBP33,
    HBP41, HBP48, HBP57, HBP70, HBP78, HBP93,
    HBP101, HBP108, HBP109, HBP111).
EXECUTE.
* CONDUCT PROBLEMS (14 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 3 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@OAG=MEAN.6 (HBP18, HBP23, HBP28, HBP43,
    HBP53, HBP69, HBP89, HBP98).
EXECUTE.
* OVERT AGGRESSION (8 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@RA=MEAN.6 (HBP4, HBP20, HBP38, HBP51,
    HBP80, HBP94, HBP113).
EXECUTE.
* RELATIONAL AGGRESSION (7 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 1 MISSING.
COMPUTE   HBP@ATT=MEAN.7 (HBP12, HBP21, HBP50, HBP60, 
       HBP72, HBP77, HBP103, HBP104, HBP114).
EXECUTE.
* INATTENTION (9 ITEMS), MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@IMP=MEAN.7 (HBP1, HBP8, HBP19, HBP32, 
       HBP44, HBP81, HBP88, HBP96, HBP105).
EXECUTE.
* IMPULSIVITY, MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMPUTE   HBP@IN=MEAN.3 (HBP@DEP, HBP@OAD, HBP@SAD).
EXECUTE.
* INTERNALIZING (DEP|OAD|SAD), MEAN OF 3 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBP@EX=MEAN.4 (HBP@ODD, HBP@CDD, HBP@OAG, HBP@RA).
EXECUTE.
* EXTERNALIZING (ODD|CD|OAG|RA), MEAN OF 4 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBP@AD=MEAN.2 (HBP@ATT, HBP@IMP).
EXECUTE.
* ADHD (ATT|IMP), MEAN OF 2 SUBSCALES.

COMPUTE   HBP@EA=MEAN.6 (HBP@ODD, HBP@CDD, HBP@OAG, 
       HBP@RA, HBP@ATT, HBP@IMP).
EXECUTE.
* EXT/ADHD (ODD|CD|OAG|RA|ATT|IMP), MEAN OF 6 SUBSCALES.

COMMENT ******* FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT, PAGE 18 *******.

COMPUTE   HBP@FIC= MEAN.6 (HBP116A, HBP116B, HBP116C, 
EXECUTE.
* FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT-CHILD: MEAN ALLOW 2 MISSING.

COMMENT **************** END OF COMPUTED SCALES ******************.

VARIABLE LABELS
HBP@GPH  "HBQ-P GLOBAL PHYS HEALTH: MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@PS   "HBQ-P PROSOCIAL (10 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@AR   "HBQ-P PEER ACCEPT/REJECT: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@BU  "HBQ-P BULLIED (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@BUR  "HBQ-P BULLIED-REV (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@PR  "HBQ-P GLOBAL PEER RELATIONS (AR|BUr)"
HBP@RV  "RELATIONAL VICTIMIZATION: MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@SE  "HBQ-P SCHOOL ENGAGE (10 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@AC  "HBQ-P ACADEMIC COMP (5-PT): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@AS  "HBQ-P ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING (@SE|@AC)"
HBP@AF  "HBQ-P ASOCIAL: MEAN, 1 MISSING"
HBP@SI  "HBQ-P SOCIAL INHIB (5 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@SW  "HBQ-P SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL (AS|SI)"
HBP@DEP  "HBQ-P DEPRESSION (18 ITEMS): MEAN, 4 MISS"
HBP@SAD  "HBQ-P SEPARATION ANXIETY: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@OAD  "HBQ-P OVERANXIOUS (14 ITEMS): MEAN, 3 MISS"
HBP@SOAX  "SOCIAL ANXIETY *INCLUDES SOC INHIB*"
HBP@ODD  "HBQ-P OPPOSITIONAL-DEFIANT: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@CDD  "HBQ-P CONDUCT PROBS (14 ITEMS): MEAN, 3 MISS"
HBP@OAG  "HBQ-P OVERT AGGR (8 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@RA  "HBQ-P RELATIONAL AGGR (7 ITEMS): MEAN, 1 MISS"
HBP@ATT  "HBQ-P INATTENTION (9 ITEMS): MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@IMP  "HBQ-P IMPULSIVITY: MEAN, 2 MISS"
HBP@IN  "HBQ-P INTERNALIZING (DEP|OAD|SAD)"
HBP@EX  "HBQ-P EXTERNALIZING (ODD|CDD|OAG|RA)"
HBP@AD  "HBQ-P ADHD (ATT|IMP)"
HBP@EA  "HBQ-P EXT/ADHD (ODD|CDD|OAG|RA|ATT|IMP)"
HBP@FIC  "HBQ-P FUNCT IMPAIRMENT-CHILD: MEAN, 2 MISS".

FORMS
HBP@PS TO HBP@FIC (F5.2).